
Travel

Design driven

 experiences

What if we totally re-imagined the experience we're trying to create?

Les Îles de la Madeleine has learned to

apply co-design principles and open

innovation to their projects to help make a

visit to Les Îles de la Madeleine an attractive

destination with heightened awareness.

We don't have to think about over complex things when talking about AI: Artificial

Intelligence is way closer to us than we might know. Think about voice search and

virtual assistants such as Google or Siri, or how personalized our social media feeds

are, or how search engines get results in front of you that the algorithms believe you

will value.

Obviously, AI can take us much further helping with content personalisation,

connecting channels, personalising services, etc.

But what are the things you can do right now? Think about how you can see

advantages for your business by adopting simple AI solutions.

What does AI mean for your business?

Chatbots can resolve up to 80% of

customer inquiries, 24/7, allowing you

to save time and resources. AI is here at

its simplest form and works with "logic",

channelling customer queries. 

Specific questions can be channelled to

the right person if the answer can't be

found. 

AI to support your Digital Growth & Recovery

a) Reducing time spent on activities and operations 

Automate Customer

Communications

Email Platforms are

already using AI to help

businesses personalise

email communications

AI can help automate customer

communication channeling queries with a

specific logic.

Online form tools such as Typeform can be

used to automate this process too,

channelling questions and answers via

simple logics.

Manage Productivity

Facebook Messenger Bot

Many chatbot tools such as

Chatfuel can be integrated into

facebook messenger to answer

queries automatically  

Chatfuel

Chatfuel

Typeform: People-Friendly Forms and Surveys

Typeform

Time tracking

AI tools can help track time

spent on documents, meetings,

emails, websites and video calls 

Conversational Relationship Platform | Intercom

Intercom

1. Gather

feedback

2.

Synthesise

with data

3. Close

the loop

Business Growth Track

Business Hack #3

Digitally Driven

Growth & Recovery

On a wall, start by mapping the data you already have. Don't be afraid of data, start to discuss

instead what you can read from the data you have. Answer this question: what do you want to

get out of your data?

Step 1 - Organise Data

3. Articulating an AI strategy to support your recovery

4. Co-Design Principles 

Empathising with customers

5. Applying deep learning to the customer experience 6. Maximising technology for hybrid experiences 

Digital allowed the emergence of new digital-first business models. From shifting packaging

and pricing to piloting concepts around subscription-based models, building loyalty and

surprise into the business model.

Diversification 

New Business Models

What data you have?

Step 2 - Breaking Down Data

When it come to operational data it is all about analysing the data coming from your

commercial activities. According to the specific tools you are using, you can get a wide

range of data that tells you how your business is performing.

Marketing Data

Strategic data

Operational Data

Public

Data that is in the public

domain, but we may have to

pay to license or access it

Private

Proprietary data that you or

your partners own and is

not publicly available 

User

Data that belongs to your users/

visitors and requires permission

to access, store and use

What data you need?

What would be nice to have?

Wherever you are on

your data journey...

Ex: Google Trends Search 

Analysing data such as search trends can bey key to

understand consumer needs and adapt your business 

Google

UK: Staycation UK: Search Interest in

Holidays

Website Analytics Engagement Metrics

Pageviews
Time on

Page

Bounce

Rate

Exit Pages

New vs.

Returning

Visitors

Conversion

Rate

Likes Comments Shares

ClicksReach

Post

engagement

rate

- Great Headlines

- Relevant Content

- Be Engaging

- Provide Knowledge

- Actionable Tips

- Use a Unique Brand Voice

- Be Trustful

Improving Analytics/Metrics

New

Bookings

Renewals

Expansions Churn

- What are people booking?

- Which products are/aren't working? 

- How are bookings changing over a certain

period?

Booking Metrics

Monthly

Recurring

Revenue

Total

Contract

Value

Analyse Metrics

Analysing how bookings vary

across a certain period (week,

month, year), can be crucial to take

strategic decisions for your

business

Evaluate Booking Tools

AI marketing tools can intelligently target people based on their data. Start with

simple AI automation tools such as Email Platforms to then invest into specific ads

sets and more complete CRM tools according to your needs. 

Re-designing products for the post-covid consumer requires us to revisit what it is to create

an experience applying co-design.

There are no quick wins or shortcuts to succeeding in this ever changing environment, but

applying innovation at the core of your business, supported by human centred design and

co-design principles is your best strategy for establishing a resilient and competitive offer,

shaped around your visitors needs.

Service Design in the Era of Experiential

If you're ask to
draw a vase, you'll
inevitably get this...

What if we focuesed on the
experience and not the technology?

We can all become

designers...

Design-led Digital Experiences

Design is the driving force behind good digital experiences. IBM Design

Thinking is a good start for anybody (free online course) and also shows us

what a great digital learning experience looks like from an industry

perspective.

Below are key principles from IBM Design but also gain inspiration from the

likes of Mural, Luma, Standford D School and Ideo.

The Contactless Visitor Journey

There has been a marked step-change in the way our customers use technology, with

the level of familiarity and the expectation from consumers for contactless guest

experiences reaching a new high in the post pandemic era.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

systems such as Intercom and Zoho are designed to

gather customer data across communication

channels, and work with AI to improve Lead

Qualification, Sales Forecasting, Sentiment Analysis,

etc.

Mailchimp has a set of AI-based tools allowing

small businesses to include personalised

product recommendations, forecasting tools

for behavioural targeting, and to help write

better email subject lines.

AI-Powered Ads

Online ad tools such as 

Google Ads offers smart

campaigns to helping

businesses save time. The

system offers their Smart

Bidding options and

Responsive Search Ads.

Timely - Automatic Time Tracking Software

Memory

Timely 

A time tracking tool that

helps teams manage their

productivity, and stay on top

ofperformance, wellbeing

and workload

AI can help manage your productivity by

automating, for example, time tracking on

activities

b) Marketing Automation

Start Basic

Use free/simple tools to

getting started with AI

(e.g. Mailchimp)

Upgrade

When needed, upgrade

to more intergated CRM

tools (e.g. Intercom)
Zoho - Cloud Software Suite and SaaS

Applications for Businesses

Zoho

Marketing smarts for big ideas | Mailchimp

Mailchimp

Facebook Automated Ads

use AI to learn what ads

may perform best and

makes automatic

improvements and

suggestions.

Google

Facebook

Remember

Reinventing how we discover cities through playful, touchless city walks

This is "Reinventing how we discover cities through playful, touchless city walks" by

Digital Tourism Think Tank on Vimeo, the home for high quality videos...

Vimeo

Augmented experiences are all

around us and whilst the world has

learnt to experience remotely, a few

have been able to take that digital

visitor experience a step further.

Thinking further, gamification offers

incredible potential to expand the

business footprint, offer value

fulfilment and consider new

business models.

Investment into the contactless guest experience goes far beyond solving a

problem. The opportunity to use data to optimise every detail of the customer

journey, to build loyalty through first party data and to offer a unique

personalised guest experience at scale.

The value proposition for any tourism business? Absolute trust and confidence

from visitors and customers concerning safety and an end-to-end guest

relationship which leads to increased yield through diversified revenue models.

There are many opportunities when

thinking about 'real world digital

experiences', or better considered as '

hybrid' experiences. 

Augmented Experiences Real World Digital Experiences

Closing the customer feedback loop means responding to customers whenever

(and wherever) they leave feedback. Closing the customer feedback loop can

help boost consumer confidence and grow your business.

The Pandemic Pivot 

Many digital-first businesses has shown us how to pivot in the pandemic. In these turbulent times,

businesses have adopted digital to diversify their offer and extend their market potential.

BeRightBack gained the reputation of being

the 'Netflix of Travel' by introducing

subscription-based travel packages at an

affordable price, removing all hassles arising

from booking, planning and adding a

'surprise factor' to each trip.

Once you have gathred feedback, go a step further and synthesise your

research with the customer data you have gathered while interacting with

them online . This will help to better interpret your data. 

Keep Prototyoping,

Learning and

Iterating. Make

small

improvements

before moving

forward

What does the

feedback add

to the data? 

The action of

understanding, being

aware of, being sensitive

to, and vicariously

experiencing the

feelings, thoughts, and

experience of another

individual.

Empathy

Closing the feedback loop

RememberEmpathising with customers

Developing a routine approach in gathering customer feedback is

essential to improve the customer experience. Start by gathering,

organizing and make sense of feedback from customers when they

interact with your brand. Ask them:

Gathering feedback

Synthesise with data

Worked well? Needs to change?

Unanswered

questions?
New ideas to try?

Embed

customer

feedback to see

if the data you

have gathered is

correct.

Play-backAdd ValueEmbed

Improve

customer

retention

Responding timely and effectively to customer feedback helps to:

Make it easy

for people

who love you

to spend more

with you

Prevents

customers

from leaving

Acquire new

customers

through

advocacy

Dyreparken zoo mobile application makes

payment simple, navigation easy and the

overall guest experience seamless - taking

visitors physically past the queue, creating

personalised itineraries and ensuring a

contactless visitor experience  

Scale digital

gradually

Approach digital gradually: start by improving

your operations first, then look into tools to

optimise revenue, diversify your offer and

after you have reached a certain level of

maturity, develop a resilient business model

focused on digital

Break down

data

Don't be afraid of data: try instead to have

clear understanding of the data you have

and the data you miss that you could easily

access. You can get so much value out of

just a few consumer data and metrics.

Let design

guide you

Learn from

 customers

Hybridize the

experience

Invest in 

AI

AI isn't about over complex technologies and

strategies. In its simplest form it can be

implemented with no effort and only with a

minimum investment that will help your

business grow and support your recovery 

Using data strategically is all about leveraging data to find new market opportunities.

Especially, market data can tells us about the changing behaviour of people. Which global

market data is relevant for your business?

2. Establishing data-driven recovery pathway

How people are reacting to your campaigns & marketing communication? Try to understand

what performs well by looking at analytics and metrics.

Start Strategically

Start out with key marketing

metrics and your own individual

interpretation. Make decisions

based on what you’re seeing

work.

Advance to Operationalising 

Evolve to integrating data deeply

and gradually using it more

tactically blending raw data,

calculating and mapping results

when data is fully operationalised.

Focus less on pure SEO and more on

content that answers people's

questions

Choose wisely your booking tools

and software according to your

business needs:

- List out of all the things you need

- Consider Your Budget

- Size of your company

- Number of clients

- Ease of Use & Integration

Linkedin

Airtable provides a combined

space for visual representation of

projects and teams management. It

allows to visualize a combination of

work progress and visual contents.

We have stressed many times how important it is

to empathise with customers to learn about their

needs and experience.

If we want to go a step further though, it is

fundamental to synthesise customer feedback

with the customer data you have gathered

online.

Secret City Trails is reinventing

how visitors explore and enjoy

cities by providing playful and

touchless city walks. 

Design and Co-design can help you

develop extremely relevant digital

experiences. It is a process that

involves you as much as your

customers: embedding design thinking

in your processes will make your 

Take any interaction with your

customers as an occasion to learn.

Developing a routine approach in

gathering customer feedback is

essential to design better products,

respond timely to requests and retain

customers

Use innovative contactless technology to

develop more efficient, engaging and

optimised hybrid experiences. This will allow

your customer to benefit from more

personalisation and excellent service delivery,

and you to up-seel and automate processes.

Digital experience

shows crowds to

'overcome'

cooncerns

customers might

have.,..

Audioguide through

instagram - you don;t

need to have an app

to provide a new

customer experience,

just use creativity

Que

management,

customer

management

on the spot

There is a value in

the digital

relationship: there

is always an

opportunity to up-

sell and cross sell

Social

distancing

facility

management
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Improving Internal operations is usually the first step to scaling

digitally. Operations can be optimised through different digital

planningand collaboration tools.

Strategic Planning & Collaboration tools

These are typically Business Management tools you can use to plan

and manage workflow, assign roles and keep track of your work.

Scaling Digitally - Definition

1. Accelerating growth by scaling digitally

Scaling digitally might look like a vague concept: first because a clear

definition of what “digital” is in the industry doesn't exist, and secondly

because "scaling" could mean something different for everyone. A small

business has in fact different needs compared to large multinational

corporations. 

Improving Internal Operations 

Protection against

disruption 

Improve

Operations 

Optimise

revenue

Improve

business models

Diversify

the offer

Turns disruption 

into advantage

Optimisation of revenue (yield management) for increased profitability (sector-

specific tools)

Revenue Optimisation

Manage your team's work, projects, & tasks online *

Asana

Asana

Tour Operator Booking Software | TrekkSoft

Trekksoft

If we try to attempt a definition though, scaling digitally means to be able to

embed digital technologies to improve operations, to increase and optimise

revenue, diversifying the offer and ultimately build innovative and resilient

business models that will lead to a competitive advantage.

Plan Collaborate Track

Vacation Rental Software &

Website Templates - Lodgify

Lodgify

Eventbrite

Eventbrite

Picture not available

Ticketing solution - SecuTix 360°

Secutix

Channel Managers

Allowing businesses to

manage connections to sales

channels from one single

point 

Ticketing & Event

Software

Enabling businesses to

manage events and

ticketing efficiently and

optimise revenue

TrekkSoft allows tour

companies to connect

online and offline sales

channels to take

bookings and scale.

Experience Booking Software

Software for activity providers

to manage availability,

bookings and improve sales

Lodgify offers entralized

property management

system to manage

calendars, bookings, rates

and payments.

Eventbrite allows users to

create, browse, and

promote local events

Secutix provides ticketing

solutions for Museums,

Live entertainment and

sport events

Asana is a web application

designed to help teams

organize, track, and manage

their work.

Airtable | Everyone's app platform

Airtable

Milwaukee Food Tours was

able to grow through the

pandemic by diversifying its

offer, switching from offering

in-person food tours to

selling personalised gift

boxes and virtual tours.
Open link

Cuvée Privée, is an extraordinary example

of how a business can scale revenue and

boost customer loyalty by leveraging on

innovation and applying creativity to

traditional subscription-based models.

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/applying-design-thinking-principles/
https://chatfuel.com/
https://www.typeform.com/
https://www.intercom.com/
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?geo=GB&q=Staycation
https://memory.ai/timely-variant
https://www.zoho.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://ads.google.com/intl/en_uk/home/resources/introduction-to-smart-campaigns-in-google-ads/
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/223852498347426?id=2393014447396453
https://vimeo.com/483728568/20edd6e6d1
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6705062899783634944/
https://uniti-app.com/
https://asana.com/?noredirect
https://www.trekksoft.com/
https://www.lodgify.com/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/
https://www.secutix.com/
https://www.airtable.com/
https://community.thinkdigital.travel/posts/dttt-business-launchpad-milwaukee-food-tours-pivoting-digitally-as-a-small-tour-operator

